The Realist People of small town of Manheim Twp. Lancaster

county, PA.

Hi! Every one ! I just want to share with you what happened in my small town of
Manheim Twp. Lancaster county, PA. Its population, as of the 2019 census, was
39,133 and Its southernmost border meets the city limits of Lancaster.
The benefit of living in a small town is almost every one know every one, quite and a
lot of small historic sites since many battle of American Civil War just happened to be
here.
Unfortunate! This is a small town but quite a few residents are unusual “Rich, highly
educators and big local political figures” so, we do have fair share of “peaceful
discussion” among us neighbors. As you will see below, the most recognizes among
the discussion is Politic & Covid-19. I just re-post what is it without my own
commend and hopes to entertain all of you while we all have to stay home and get …
drunk LOL!!!

So... Russia is massing troops on the border with Ukraine. Ukraine is threatening to
take Crimea back by force. China is threatening Taiwan and its neighbors while also
threatening our ships and Navy. N Korea is testing missiles again and restarting their
nuclear weapons program. Iran has been emboldened and making more than their
normal threats.
Our southern border is a humanitarian disaster caused directly by this administration,
and the administration that promised transparency is hiding it and not letting the
media have access. Ford is closing a plant and moving it to Mexico after just bringing
it back from Mexico because of the current Administration’s plan for Increased taxes.

Biden's admin is looking for private companies to spy on citizens
Price of steel up 145%, Lumber 126%,
Wheat up 25%, Food index up 25%,
Cotton 35%, Silver 38%,
Copper 50%, Soybeans 71%,
Oil 80%, Pipeline jobs lost. Wall construction jobs lost.
1.9 trillion in stimulus that funds the administrations pet projects and only paid a
fraction to the people. 29 trillion in debt with 4.8 trillion projected 2021 deficit before
the 2 trillion dollar stimulus proposed today for the new green deal.
9+% unemployment with millions of job openings that can’t be filled because federal
unemployment assistance makes it more advantageous for people to stay home than
work.
All in the first 100 days. The current president is a disaster hold on tight the next 4
years are going to be a rough ride. All I'm saying is...you Biden supporters aren’t
posting very much about the great things he’s doing.
COPIED & PASTED come on, help us understand how this is all good.
Someone tell me how this is better. I'm open to reason
(Not my post, stolen from a friend)

